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Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering of the FSR FMG (6) 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 7th of October 2019 

Location: B3.11 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Siddharth Jethwani, Ana Mar Kreutzenbeck 

Pérez, Artem Gryshchenko, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, 

Teun Prins, Marc Olsen, Viktoriia Akhankova, Nadya Manuputty.  

Absent FSR ’19-20: Michael Sivolap, Tom Flipse.  

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening 

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda 

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives  

9. Topic 2: CoBos  

10. Topic 3: FMG Budget  

11. Topic 4: Policy Plan  

12. Topic 5: ODC Meetings  

13. Topic 6: Action list OV  

14. Topic 7: Quality Funds 

15. Topic 8: Request for Consent: HST  

16. Topic 9: Restructuring of Psychology  

Additional meeting on the 9th of October 2019 for OV & CoBo Evaluation 

17. Topic 10: OV Evaluation  

18. Topic 11: CoBo  
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1. Opening 

Alex opens the meeting at 17:03.  

 

2. Announcements  

• Tom isn’t going to join us today.  

• Artem: the CSR didn’t know that we are having a traditional CoBo, they’re coming 

(hopefully) with a present :) 

• Robin has class, so Minou is taking the minutes of the first part of the PV.  

• Nadya: the taskforce on the policy plan just had a meeting, we will discuss it later.  

• Birgit: Minou and Birgit gave Alex’s email address to two interested students.  

• Sid: the PV will only last 1 hour, the second half of the PV is the OV and CoBo 

evaluation (on Wednesday, Sid will be chairing). We’re eating dinner together after our 

meeting.  

 

3. Setting the concept minutes  

There were no comments on the minutes.  

 

4. Action Points 

The action list is checked:  

190930-1: All council members apply for the financial support fund (profileringsfonds) before 

the first of November.  

We apply for the UvA central fund first, Ana Mar will show us how to apply for the 

faculty fund later on. Minou will show Vika the email that you can use as proof for 

council members.  

190930-2: The PR taskforce thinks about whether the FSR should promote the Academic 

Diversity Program and emails Fatima Kamal on their decision by Friday.  

190930-3: Artem will contact the CSR to check whether we can rent a CREA room for free.  

Artem: largest room in CREA is for 30-40 people. We expect 30-40 but invite 80 

people. However, if more people come, we will have a problem and Artem will rent it 

on behalf of the CSR, so we need to ensure we have no more than 40 people. Birgit is 

still waiting for confirmation of BoS students, if we are overbooked, we can exclude 

the council members. Artem can talk to the DB of the CSR, but we run the risk that we 

can’t do it low key. He won’t need to give any documents if he rents the room a few 

days beforehand.  

190930-4: Artem organises a meeting between the FSR and Comenius.  

190107-1: Artem schedules another meeting with Comenius.  

190107-2: Sid buys another present for Comenius.  

190930-5: All council members who have questions on the budget of the FSR clarify their 

concerns with Ana Mar by Thursday the 3rd of October.  
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190930-6: All council members go through the draft of the policy plan before Wednesday 2nd 

of October and give their feedback.  

190930-7: O&F discusses the policy plan (one more taskforce member needed).  

190930-8: Brigit writes a meeting document on the study active certificate.  

190930-9: Sid contacts the COR to see if any training in English language was offered to the 

staff.  

190930-10: Ana mar will prepare the wished agreements from the dean and send it to the 

council and Arend. 190923-1: Alex will look into working agreements with the dean, 

especially the part about OWI-meetings. 190923-2: Sid will include in his email to Sterre that 

the FSR is planning on contacting the OWI-directors. 190923-5: Committee E&C discusses 

the content for their 45-minute section at the DoR.  

190923-6: All council members make an effort to find a pedel for our cobo.  

190923-7: The evaluation/transfer weekend taskforce contacts Ana mar on their budget.  

190923-8: The PR taskforce discusses their budget with Ana mar.  

Pro memorie: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at 

Psychology on the budget of the FMG.  

190916-1: Minou translates the organisation chart to English, Sid will help her with making a 

new version by Friday.  

190107-3: Mike updates the website this week with pictures / profiles of the new 

members. 

190909-1: Tom will put the finalized version of the working agreements in the Google Drive  

 

5. Mail  

7/10 Sterre Minkes: Dutch course for council members 

→ Sterre would like to know who is taking a Dutch course or intends to do so. Sid and Mike 

are doing it, Ana Mar is considering it.  
 

6. Updates   

There are no questions. Alex didn’t send an update, but she had nothing to update on.  

 

Update CSR delegate 

Here's your CSR weekly update. Contrary to the FMG, last week was not that busy for the CSR. 

Most of the important topics that were discussed and worked on were confidential, but quite 

soon these will be available to the public. During the committee meetings, plans for the OV 

were made. Unfortunately, many files were taken out from the OV agenda due to the fact that 

we only blueprint our ideas and arguments, and those are still quite raw. So far, it seems like 

we will keep on with topics previously started by CSR 18/19 and try to bring them to a 

successful conclusion.  

Furthermore, during one of the committee meetings there was an initiative brought up 

by CSR members in relation to Language Policy that may be highly relevant for the FSR FMG. 
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However, everything is in a stage of development. In addition, our GV that was scheduled for 

next Friday was cancelled, due to insufficient amount of time we had to read/analyse the yearly 

budget provided by the CvB. 

 

Update committee chair O&C 

Course evaluation: the committee agreed that the use of focus groups is the best way to evaluate 

courses, as an addition to the survey. In order to get a representative focus group, we think that 

there should be incentives for the students that participate. Vika will investigate the possible 

incentives at the University and will think about the practicalities like the duration of the 

session, moderators etc.  

  Day of the Representatives: during the DoR we want to talk about student involvement. 

Main themes are elections, internationalization (incorporation of international students in study 

associations etc.), study participation certificate, and feedback/surveys. We would like to show 

the things we already did in this matter and collect feedback from the representatives that show 

up. Nadya wrote a meeting piece about the matter and it will be discussed during the next PV.  

  Study Participation Certificate: Sid brought up the topic of the Study Participation 

Certificate that Thijs worked on during his year as the chair of Machiavelli. The idea is simple: 

students who do extracurricular activities get points and after collecting 26 points (or something 

like that) they earn the certificate which is supposed to look good in peoples CV. The committee 

is enthusiastic about implementing the certificate and will gather more information.  

  OER: The committee discussed the OER and the importance of having it fully 

translated. There was some confusion about the date that we will receive the documents, but it 

will be at the end of January. Tom received the advice of Casper to really look into the general 

OER and focus less on the specific OERen of each individual program. 

 

Update committee chair O&F 

Finances: the planned meeting with the OR financial committee on the 2nd of October was 

cancelled, since Michel sent the budget explanations on the 3rd of October, i.e. after the 

council’s first OV. 

  DoR: the first DoR is planned for the 11th of November. We decided not to change the 

structure of the day compared to last year. The two committees each have their own round. We 

are still deciding on the content but one of the rounds will probably be a collaboration with the 

Green Office. We want to brainstorm about guidelines to make study associations more 

sustainable. The second DoR is yet to be planned.  

  Diversity/ Culture: Let Me Tell You: 

• We started a collaboration with Diversity officer Marieke Brand and the Let Me Tell 

You project which “honours the diversity of people (students) using the Roeterseiland 

campus”, to promote inclusion by letting students express their stories of diversity in 

the form of visual art.  
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• The council is involved by co-organizing everything, promoting the project, being part 

of the jury, paying the studios etc. 

• We are part of it because it is in line with our conviction that the university should have 

“space” for integrating all individuals with their personal backgrounds (not just ethic, 

cultural) as students perceive the building as cold and an exhibition could make it more 

pleasant.  

Sustainability:  

• Meeting with former sustainability file holders who shared with us their progress on 

their work concerning the travel policies -> this also implied that we still have to work 

on important document from the central level of the factulty to be published   

• Meeting with green office in order to see where we can collaborate in the future and 

work on common interests. Integrating sustainability in curricula and adapting it to the 

specific program. Creating sustainability guidelines together with study associations in 

order to make their events more environmentally friendly (DvA?) 

• Food waste in the canteen: make ompromises with current canteen supplier or otherwise 

work on conditions for when their contract expires. Make it a binding document with 

the support from higher up.  

Sexual Harassment: the council is planning on collaborating with the organization and board of 

Our Bodies, Our Voices”, as well as obtaining information from an ASVA researcher. Until 

now, meetings with both parties have taken place. The researcher L. works for the research 

bureau at ASVA and is doing research into sexual harassment at the UvA. Even though her 

research still needs to be concluded, she already made some clear points which help us to create 

a strategy on how to approach this file.  

Sexual harassment is not an openly debated subject at the UvA, few people report an instance, 

especially if it is not an extreme one, even though it did occur. UvA confidants are therefore 

not helpful for increasing the number of reports. The council wants to work on improving the 

current situation of any UvA student who has suffered any kind of sexual harassment, 

independently of where it took place. Therefore, the installation of the board “Our bodies, our 

Rights” which is led by trained students who are capable of dealing with affected students, is 

crucial. Together with them, we want to improve their visibility and help students by offering 

them easily accessible help.  

  Mental Health: Minou had a meeting with an ASVA researcher on the 20th of 

September. The results of that research also give us a guideline about which problems have to 

be tackled. The waiting times of the student psychologists is the biggest concern. UvA Care 

received money from the UvA with the requirement that they have to study the nature and the 

severity of the problems of students. The way students experience the mental healthcare at the 

UvA is difficult to measure, because it highly depends on your own expectations of a university. 

A lot of people feel they are referred to the GP way too quickly, however some things are simply 

more suitable for a GP to handle. It is important to report on students’ experiences of the mental 

health facilities, because it varies greatly between faculties. A point for improvement: the 
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communication between tutors and study advisors from different faculties could be improved. 

A solution could be appointing someone who has more psychological knowledge than a study 

advisor who can function as an intermediary between the study advisor and the student 

psychologist, who is able to provide help quicker than the psychologist in case of an 

emergency. Besides, it is a fact that students aren’t sure with which types of problems they can 

come to a student psychologist. The problem is that every request for help varies greatly from 

person to person, and that student psychologists aren’t always able to provide the perfect help 

for every specific problem. 

 

7. Setting the agenda  

Artem: the PR budget includes the budget for events. The taskforce PR thought that events are 

a big part of PR, so they might want to divide the PR taskforce into PR and events taskforce. 

Who wants to join the events taskforce? This will include formal and informal events (movie 

nights, board games etc).  

 

191007-5: Council members who are willing to join the Events committee will contact Artem.  

 

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives  

Birgit is organizing the event and she made a script. Ana mar will do the 15-minute opening, if 

anyone has ideas for an opening, contact Birgit. Rent is free, 30 euros for snacks, 60 for 

consumptions. Birgit booked the common room and she got a 5-euro discount, she needs to run 

the bar on her own, so the rest of the council needs to entertain.  

Nadya: O&C wants student involvement to be a central theme: elections, higher turnout 

etc. We can set agreements with study associations because they have a good bond with their 

students. The themes are student involvement, internationalization, the certificate, feedback 

evaluations and elections. Birgit: the purpose of the DoR is mainly for the council to gather 

more information, this is very association focused. The goal is to get input for the council. O&C 

wants to structure it in teams, but they haven’t finalized it.  

Artem: what does it mean that you want internationals to mix with locals? Sid: O&C 

realised that international/Dutch music at borrels works well for study associations, board 

members encourage students to branch out in music, it’s a small thing but it encourages them. 

It does help with their integration. We can make an agreement with associations that they 

promote us during elections. Artem doesn’t see a point in Dutch and international music. This 

was just a random thought though. Birgit: it’s focused on 3 or 4 associations, and we also have 

a lot of Dutch ones and BoS students who have nothing to do with this. Keep in mind that there 

are more people in the room that this doesn’t apply to. The O&C can think about this further. 

Birgit is still waiting for the email addresses from Mike,  

 

191007-6: Nadya will send the email addresses of the BoS-students to Birgit.  
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9. Topic 2: CoBos  

Other CoBos: We have four more CoBos this week, Machiavelli and Sarphati on Tuesday, 

Mercurius on Wednesday and the joint CoBo of FEB and FdR on Friday. Birgit: it is advisable 

to go the the Sarphati borrel first because it’s at Krater.  

 

CoBo of the FSR FMG: The pedel is joining us for dinner, we have 7 guards. We have already 

gotten the guestbook (a wooden plank), we have duct tape to tape it down. We have 384,53 

euros left for the location itself. We’re receiving lot of gifts during the recipiëren, Artem will 

take them home. Teun: we can get consumption tokens but not every consumption costs the 

same, they will give us tokens and we will give them out, once they reach a certain amount, we 

need to stop giving them out. We need to limit the consumption to only beer or cheap drinks. 

Birgit: last year the association left the gifts at the café and picked them up later. Ana Mar: we 

have 50 euros left over because we didn’t send out invitations. Birgit: we can also save money 

for if things get brassed and we need to do a ‘tegenprestatie’ which is expensive. Sid: if 

something gets brassed, the culprit has 24 hours to send a letter to make their demand. SEC will 

take us beer tasting before November. We’ll put 50 euros apart, we will not spend it on extra 

drink tokens. 15 euros for the invitations, 50 euros apart, location is free. So the rest can be 

spent on drinks. We will spend 335 on drinks tonight. We give the tokens to the pedel, when 

people register, they will get two tokens per person.  

 

10. Topic 3: FMG Budget  

The Council is updated on developments with the FMG Budget by O&F.  

Ana Mar: today we had a meeting with Michel and the COR, the FMG wants to break even 

next year. The only domain that is in danger is POW. They have been aiming for a certain 

number of students (9300), but that number is higher than we have right now. We got additional 

funds from the UvA but this will stop in 2021. No additional cuts are necessary at this moment, 

maybe at Psychology.  

Communication science is doing the best (in the bachelor). The FMG doesn’t want more 

students than 9300, right now they are not actively promoting, they will increase a bit, but it 

will (hopefully) stabilise. The dean said during the OV that they can't stop promotion, however 

we are almost at the max of our students. This number is a ballpark figure, it is unlikely that it 

is going to be much more, and when it does happen, they should look at it. Artem notes that 

there is no regulation to stop more students coming in (numerus fixus etc). We should be 

worried about getting a lot more students, because this might affect the budget for example. 

How can the faculty say that it is unlikely that the number of students will increase, if they also 

say that the number of internationals increases each year? Teun: when they say they are not 

going to do any more promoting they don’t mean they are going to stop, but just not doing more 

than they were doing. 
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191007-7: Artem will look into the numerus fixus of the programs of the FMG (right now only 

Psychology has numerus fixus?). 

 

11. Topic 4: Policy Plan  

The Council is updated on the progress made with the Policy Plan by the taskforce. We have 

set the themes for the policy plan now, but there is no consensus on all themes. We don’t want 

to include anything that has not reached consensus in the policy plan.  

We cannot discuss the subject of prayer rooms right now, because Tom is not in today’s 

PV. Sid encourages the taskforce to keep working on the policy plan, the deadline is in a month.  

 

12. Topic 5: ODC Meetings  

The Council is reminded to schedule ODC meetings for the remainder of the year by Robin. 

The Sub-Divisional Committee (ODC) ensures that we meet more often with all the important 

people of a domain, in order to keep the lines (of communication) shorter with each other and 

to inform and discuss 

everyone with information about the domain. What you discuss in these ODCs is about domain- 

related matters and domain-related advice/consent requests. 

Since this year (18/19), the Works Council has been included in the plan, because they 

were interested in being included. 

 

191007-8: Birgit, Minou and Sid schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC SW.   

191007-9: Mike, Marc and Artem schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC CW.   

191007-10: Nadya and Teun schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC Psychology.   

191007-11: Alexandra and Ana Mar schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the 

programme directors for the ODC POW.   

191007-12: Artem contacts the programme committee (OC) of CW to let them know he is the 

representative of the FSR for their OC this year.  

 

13. Topic 6: Action list OV  

The Council discusses the action list from the OV. One OV-action points is translated to a PV-

action point: 

 

OV-action point 190709-1: The FSR asks the FDO about its contacts with Dutch students with 

a bicultural background and checks whether they are interested in having a conversation with 

the dean or with the diversity working group. 
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191007-13: Ana Mar talks to Marieke about Marieke’s contacts with Dutch students with a 

bicultural background and checks whether they are interested in having a conversation with 

the dean or with the diversity working group. 

 

OV-action point 191003-1: The FSR works out a proposal on how to implement the focus 

groups and submits this to the dean for approval, so the dean can take this to the OWI directors 

for consultation.  

Vika is already working on this! 

 

14. Topic 7: Quality Funds  

The Council is updated on the status of the email concerning Quality Funds. Ana Mar took care 

of sending the reflection on the quality funds to the CSR. Rinke and Casper helped Ana Mar 

with this reflection: they were content with the process went. Among other things, the FMG 

wants to invest in the TLC’s.  

 

15. Topic 8: Request for Consent: HST  

The Council discusses the request for consent on HST. The file holders determine the course of 

action they wish for the council to follow concerning this request for consent. Tom and Alex 

are the fileholders on this subject. They had a meeting with the DB of the OR.  

Nature-label: apparently there was some miscommunication. While the faculty board 

told the FSR that it was uncertain whether HST would get the nature label or not, the faculty 

board told the OR that they were sure that the nature label was going to be given to HST. They 

are planning the budget in assumption that they will get the nature label. However: all of the 

similar labels to HST don’t have the nature label (in the Netherlands). Also: the MDT said that 

the ministry of OCW is planning on putting HST up under a similar label as the other 

programmes like this: so non-nature!  

Budget HST: If the faculty board does not get the nature label, they will have to start all 

ove again with planning the budget of HST. The money that the FMG has to put in for the 

development will not come for any of the domains; it will come from a fund that the faculty 

office has put to the side (reservations). In the coming 5 years, the faculty office has to spend 

M€1 on HST. Other students won’t suffer / be affected by HST being established. Michel will 

send additional information today.   

 

16. Topic 9: Restructuring of Psychology 

The council is informed of the decision to restructure the Psychology program as discussed by 

the OWI Director for Psychology. This year, we have to consent and advice to the Psychology 

part of the OER.  

At the moment, we won’t get a request for advice yet because a lot is not clear yet. Many 

of the discussions that take place happen in the programme committee (OC). Nadya will 
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mediate between the FSR and the OC. Once we get the OER, the final layout for the new 

program will be clearer. Sid thinks this course of action makes more sense.  

 HST bachelor and its impact on Psychology was discussed. The staff that is needed for 

HST will be taken out of other bachelor’s programmes staff group. OWI meetings: Sid thinks 

the ODC’s are a better way to communicate with the OWI s.  

For first year students who have to retake courses next year, the programme will have 

been changed. How will that impact on their studies? Minou: we could ask ASW for advice 

since they have restructured their programme recently.  
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Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering of the FSR FMG (6) part 2 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 9th of October 2019 

Location: C1.05 

 

1. Announcements 

Alex can’t be here since she has class. She noted this in the datumprikker. Teun and Minou also 

have a legitimate reason for being late (OC meeting ASW). Artem, Marc and Michael indicated 

in het datumprikker that they could be here, but they are not.  

 

Mail 

7/10 CSR: Maagdenhuis training 

The CSR was unsatisfied with the amount of cancellations right before the training day. Minou 

and Teun want to respond to this and apologize. The rest of the council approves of this plan.  

191009-1: Minou and Teun email Tamara on the cancellations before the Maagdenhuis 

training day.  

 

2/10 Rinke: Fwd: HST news 

Rinke will be quitting the curriculum committee of HST, so the FSR will have to choose new 

members for the curriculum committee.  

191009-2: Tom will contact Alex on who can be in the curriculum committee of HST. 

 

2/10 Pjotr van der jagt: Advies begroting/Budget advice 

191009-3: O&F sends the advice on the FMG budget to the CSR (mailen 

to pjotr.vanderjagt@studentenraad.nl and CC: cor-uva@uva.nl) 

 

191009-4: Robin contacts the winner of the summer package (last year’s council). 

 

16. Updates  

FSR office: Birgit met with Tom Verhoek at the Fv-FMG meeting. The FMG has a clear desk 

policy: when council members leave on Friday, all desks should be cleared. And there will be 

no fridge in our office.  

 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Siddharth Jethwani, Ana Mar Kreuzenberg Pérez, Birgit Peters, 

Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun Prins, Marc Olsen, Viktoriia 

Akhankova, Nadya Manuputty.  

Absent FSR ’19-20: Michael Sivolap, Alexandra Rosca, Artem, Gryshchenko, Marc 

Olsen. 

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

mailto:roeland.voorbergen@studentenraad.nl
mailto:roeland.voorbergen@studentenraad.nl
mailto:cor-uva@uva.nl
mailto:cor-uva@uva.nl
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17. Topic 10: OV Evaluation  

The Council evaluates the OV. Alex is not here, but the council goes though the notes of the 

DB-meeting in which the OV was discussed as well.  

• Minou will translate the Dutch words/ statements in the next OV. In the case that she is 

not able to do this because she is a speaker herself, another council member will help. 

• Sid will start to use the BOB cycle in the agendas for the PV’s.  

• During the PV before the OV, Vika thinks the OV should get priority over the PV. Birgit 

thinks in that case, we should change the working agreements as well. The DB will look 

into the changing of the working agreements. We should schedule the OV preparatory 

meetings for the rest of the year.  

 

18. Topic 11: CoBo Evaluation  

The Council evaluates the CoBo. We did not run over the budget. Birgit would like Ana Mar 

to pay her back for the guestbook, markers etc. we had approximately 110 guests, which was 

way more than expected. We got positive feedback from our guests. Sid and Nadya feel like 

the council wants to be visible, but that this won’t work unless we do not go to the cobo’s.  

 

19. Any other business 

• Birgit would like to pre discuss the Agenda Overleg next time.  

• Teun thinks it is a good idea to go to the cobo of FdRxFEB on Friday, because those are 

the councils that we are most likely to collaborate with this year.  

• Sid: in the exam week we will have no PV. 

 

22. Questions and Closing  

 

Action list 

191009-1: Minou and Teun email Tamara on the cancellations before the Maagdenhuis training 

day.  

191009-2: Tom will contact Alex on who can be in the curriculum committee of HST. 

191009-3: O&F sends the advice on the FMG budget to the CSR (mailen 

to pjotr.vanderjagt@studentenraad.nl and CC: cor-uva@uva.nl) 

191009-4: Robin contacts the winner of the summer package (last year’s council). 

191007-1: Artem schedules another meeting with Comenius.  

191007-2: Sid buys another present for Comenius.  

191007-3: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG.  

191007-4: Mike updates the website this week with pictures / profiles of the new members 

(minou will help Alex).  

191007-5: Council members who are willing to join the Events committee will contact Artem.  

mailto:roeland.voorbergen@studentenraad.nl
mailto:roeland.voorbergen@studentenraad.nl
mailto:cor-uva@uva.nl
mailto:cor-uva@uva.nl
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191007-6: Nadya will send the emailaddresses of the BoS-students to Birgit. 

191007-7: Artem will look into the numerus fixus of the programs of the FMG (right now only 

Psychology has numerus fixus?). 

191007-8: Birgit, Minou and Sid schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC SW.   

191007-9: Mike, Marc and Artem schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC CW.   

191007-10: Nadya and Teun schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC Psychology.   

191007-11: Alexandra and Ana Mar schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC POW.   

191007-12: Artem contacts the programme committee (OC) of CW to let them know he is the 

representative of the FSR for their OC this year. 

191007-13: Ana Mar talks to Marieke about Marieke’s contacts with Dutch students with a 

bicultural background and checks whether they are interested in having a conversation with the 

dean or with the diversity working group. 

190930-1: All council members apply for the financial support fund (profileringsfonds) before 

the first of November.  

190930-2: The PR taskforce thinks about whether the FSR should promote the Academic 

Diversity Program and emails Fatima Kamal on their decision by Friday.  

190930-3: Artem will contact the CSR to check whether we can rent a CREA room for free.  

190930-8: Brigit writes a meeting document on the study active certificate.  

190916-1: Minou translates the organisation chart to English, Sid will help her with making a 

new version by Friday.  

190909-1: Tom will put the finalized version of the working agreements in the Google Drive  

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: De updates van de voorzitter, afgevaardigde en commissievoorzitters moeten 

uiterlijk 24 uur voor de PV verstuurd worden. 

160426-8: De AS stuurt mails over OWI-overleg door onder de noemer Vertrouwelijk. 

160915-1: P&M houdt intern een promotieschema bij en houdt de PV op de hoogte. 

161027-1: Iedereen machtigt iemand als zij afwezig zijn bij de PV met een mail aan het DB. 

161013-3: Iedereen denkt na over een tijdspad van zijn/haar dossiers en bespreekt deze in de 

CV’s. 

162112: Als de FSR FMG iets bespreekt met onderwijsdirecteuren dat relevant is voor het 

domein, moet dat worden gecommuniceerd naar de desbetreffende OC/ODC. 

170117-8: Iedereen let op het feit dat OC’s soms deels Engels zijn en dus alle communicatie 

met hen in het Nederlands én Engels moet. 

170124-1: De AS beantwoordt iedere mail dat het wordt doorgespeeld aan de dossierhouder en 

deze hierop zal antwoorden. 
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170124-2: Iedereen zet de AS in de CC met terugmailen. 

171013-7: Iedereen zet updates van werkgroepen in een reply to all in de PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Iedereen leest voor de PV de CSR-agenda. 

171212-2: Iedereen houdt zijn/haar dossierarchief bij op de drive. 

171212-5: Iedereen liket de FB-posts. 

190212-7: Alle OC-toehoorders vragen of de OC zijn adviezen doorstuurt naar de FSR. 

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to a PC meeting. 


